The spin Hall effect is affected by the Coulomb interaction as well as spin-spin correlations in metals. Here we examine the enhancement in the effect caused by resonant skew scattering induced by electron correlations. For single-impurity scattering, local Coulomb correlations may significantly change the observed spin Hall angle. There may be additional effects because of the special atomic environment close to a surface -extra degeneracies compared to the bulk, enhanced correlations that move the relative d-or f-levels, and interference effects coming from the lower local dimension. Our results may explain the very large spin Hall angle observed in CuBi alloys. We discuss the impact on the spin Hall effect from cooperative effects, firstly in an itinerant ferromagnet where there is an anomaly near the Curie temperature originating from high-order spin fluctuations. The second case considered is a metallic spin glass, where exchange via slowly fluctuating magnetic moments may lead to the precession of an injected spin current. This decreases the net spincharge conversion from skew scattering at temperatures below a value three or four times the freezing temperature.
Introduction
One of the exciting areas in current condensed matter physics is the exploration of possibilities of transmitting and storing information via currents of spin rather than of charge. The idea is to replace current electronic devices with less noisy and more energy efficient spintronic apparatus. One of the obstacles to this is that the creation of such spin currents, and their detection, relies on conversion from, and to, conventional charge currents that create measurable potentials. A possible mechanism, that of spin-dependent skew scattering of electrons from impurities, has been known since the early days of quantum mechanics to be a consequence of the Dirac equation. It can be thought of as the correction in scattering theory caused by spin-orbit coupling, equivalent to the fine-structure splitting in the spectroscopy of bound states. The problem with this, is that as a relativistic correction, it will be small except in the heaviest elements. A subtler limitation to the strength of the effect is that in this skew scattering, where spins of one polarization are preferentially scattered to the left, for example, rather than to the right, the asymmetric probability depends on interference between at least two different scattering channels of opposite parity, making the effect even smaller. The challenge is to look for ways of enhancing the effect and thereby the efficiency of spintronic devices. In semiconductors the generated spin currents are fractions of a per cent of the injected charge currents but, somewhat to our surprise, in metals the effects can be much stronger. One way to understand this and to search for even more efficient scattering mechanisms is to look for scattering from resonances, where, intuitively, the slowing of the scattering process allows the electron to spend more time close to the strongest part of the potential, thus enhancing the effects of the spin-orbit interaction.
Phase Shift Analysis of Skew Scattering
We can see this resonant effect by using the phase shift analysis that is now standard in treating impurity effects. 1) We consider a three-dimensional plane wave impinging on a point potential centered at the origin, with the geometry as defined in Fig. 1 . This scattering potential is assumed to have spherical symmetry but to include a spin-orbit interaction, which can make an incoming wave of a single spin polarization give rise to a scattered wave that has its spin rotated, i.e., angular momenta are exchanged between spin and orbital degrees of freedom. 2) In order to keep the mathematics simple, we take a basis where the direction of the "up" or the "down" spin is along the incoming wavevector or in the opposite sense. The direction of incoming momentum distinguishes one direction, breaking the spherical symmetry, but by choosing this spin quantization axis we maintain cylindrical symmetry. Later, for skew scattering, we need to consider polarizations in any direction but this can be done by simple rotation of the axis of spin. In this basis the amplitudes of the outgoing scattered wave can be written as 2) f " ð; 'Þi ¼ f cons ðÞj"i þ e i' f flip ðÞj#i;
for incoming spin-up and spin-down electrons, i.e., with spin parallel and antiparallel to k respectively. θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the scattered wave vector k 0 in coordinates where the incident wave vector k is along the z- axis. f cons ðÞ and f flip ðÞ describe the spin-conserving and spin-flip scattering amplitudes, respectively. φ determines any "skewness" to the scattering: for example for a given angle θ, the directions ' ¼ and ' ¼ 0 have opposite signs for skewness. We note that the only φ dependence originates from the e AEi' factors, which correspond to a change in the component of the orbital angular momentum ÁL z by AE1 when there is a spin-flip with ÁS z ¼ Ç1. If we only considered polarizations along this (z) axis, there would be no skewness in the probability fluxes that depend only on the polar angle θ between the incoming and outgoing vectors:
There are no differences in the squared modulus of the amplitude for φ and À', corresponding to the cylindrical symmetry. IðÞ is the spin-independent part of the scattering cross section. If we consider an incoming electron with a general spin state ji ¼ aj"i þ bj#i with a and b both nonzero, however, the direction of spin s ¼ hjji, where is the vector of Pauli matrices, now breaks the cylindrical symmetry and skewness can appear, since now the outgoing wave has a superposition of cosines and sines of φ. By taking linear superpositions of f " and f # , the differential cross section of scattering into the solid angle Ω now depends on both θ and φ. The φ dependence can be written in the simple form,
The dependence on the polar angle SðÞ is called the "skewness" of the scattering cross section,
Note that from the numerator of SðÞ we see that the skewness is essentially an interference effect between spinconserving and spin-flip scattering. The transport skewness k is defined by integrating the transverse component over all solid angles:
In terms of the phase shifts j of partial waves of total angular momentum j ¼ ' AE 1=2, the amplitudes are 2) f cons ðÞ ¼
ð5Þ Thus in specific cases we need to find all the phase shifts 'AE1=2 . In general, only a few channels contribute but, unlike the situation for total scattering where a single channel may dominate, from Eqs. (3) and (5) we must include at least two different channels of opposite parity to find non-vanishing skew scattering. It is sufficient, however, to include the spinorbit scattering 'þ1=2 À 'À1=2 ≠ 0 in only one of them. For metallic alloys the choice is usually to consider the p and the spin-orbit split d orbitals, but in, for example, CuBi the dominant effect is from the s and the spin-orbit split p orbitals. For a metallic system we must integrate over the Fermi surface to obtain the transport coefficients, which means we must integrate over the direction of the incoming wave-vector of crystal momentum k. The phase shifts depend on energy; thus the amplitudes, total scattering, and skewness should depend at least on k ¼ jkj, even for spherically symmetric Fermi-surfaces. Let us now consider a weak electric field E applied to a non-ferromagnetic metal in zero magnetic field. The equilibrium distribution function for f 0 k for zero field is now expressed as 3) 
where C k is a coefficient. Note that the factor 1=2 arises from the integration over the azimuthal angle φ in a threedimensional system. We now fix the spin polarization direction for all electrons and denote by AE the component up or down with respect to this direction (to distinguish from ↑ and ↓ which were chosen with respect to a particular k).
The current densities j ðAEÞ can be expressed as
where AE denote the spins of the conduction electrons. Considering the case of s ¼ ð0; 0; s z Þ and E ¼ ðE x ; 0; 0Þ, we obtain
The above two equations can be written in terms of electric conductivities as j 4) which upon integration gives the coefficient between currents I c and I s as in Fig. 1 . α can then be related to the transport skewness of Eq. (4),
Starting from Eqs. (3) and (5) 
This minus sign has been a source of confusion in the literature and has even led to claims that the experimental value of −0.24 in CuBi 8) cannot be explained by skew scattering, 7, 9) but in fact there is no discrepancy once ðÞ and α are carefully distinguished. In early investigations the direction of the induced transverse current, that is proportional to the input longitudinal current, was often ignored as the primary concern was the search for large values useful for implementation. Once the confusion of definitions is removed there is no contradiction in sign to a skew scattering mechanism, and thus we restore the possibility of obtaining a correct microscopic understanding of the effects. On the other hand, in alloys such as CuBi, a complete quantitative calculation of the magnitude from first principles cannot be said to be fully attainable as yet. In the case of CuIr, while Ir has a strong spin-orbit interaction, the skew scattering is rather weak, because of the need for interference. Here it turns out that electronic correlations are needed to understand the sign of the term -local Coulomb interactions shift the orbital occupations, and therefore phase shifts, enough to change the sign. 10, 11) This is shown schematically in Fig. 2 .
Enhancement of Resonant Scattering by Electronic Correlation Effects
So far the discussion on impurity scattering has been completely general. In order to find or to explain strong skew-scattering effects it would seem to be simply a questions of looking at essentially local atomic structure and to estimate the phase shifts for the impurity atoms. For example, we might consider strong spin-split d levels that happen to be close to the Fermi level. In calculations the phase shift can be found from the Friedel sum rule which relates, even for interacting systems, 12) the phase shift at the Fermi level to the density of bound states below. A new idea was proposed by Guo, Maekawa and Nagaosa, who pointed out 13) that in the presence of Kondo-type phenomena electronic correlations lead to a resonance tied to the Fermi level. This could explain the unexpectedly large values measured in AuPt alloys. This idea has led to more quantitative calculations where such Kondo physics is taken into account 14) in the calculation of the phase shifts. Such calculations are demanding numerically since standard density functional estimates do not include the many-body effects leading to Kondo effects. In practice the Hilbert space must be simplified to make the calculations tractable by quantum Monte Carlo methods or numerical renormalization group methods. A recent approach that works well when systematically looking for promising dopants is to use a local Hartree-Fock approach where a more complete set of local states is included. This has been used to look at a series of 5d dopants in copper in order to isolate interesting cases for more detailed calculation and experiments. 15) 
Enhancement of Resonant Scattering by Low Dimensions
While the calculations in Sect. 3 have shown good qualitative agreement with a variety of dopants, there are still numerical discrepancies between measured and calculated spin Hall angles. While they are partly because of unavoidable simplifications in the calculations, such as restrictions in the Hilbert space, very likely they are also linked to the geometry, notably the effects of surfaces close to the scattering impurities. As well as explaining the measured values, the elucidation of such effects is important in order to understand observed variations of the measured results from device to device, as these have been shown to depend on sample dimensions. Surfaces have several different physical effects. These include modification of the crystal field splittings because of lower symmetry at the surface, 16) and different on-site correlation due to modification of the dorbitals near the surface.
10) The latter may decrease the hybridization of the localized impurity state on the surface, which combined with the Coulomb correlation can shift its occupation and therefore alter the phase shifts. There may also be purely geometric effects of scattering close to a surface originating from confinement of the wave function by the surface, giving a locally two-dimensional geometry. The combined effects of geometry and correlation close to the surface may be responsible for the exceptionally large spin Hall angle of −0.24 recently observed 8) in CuBi alloys.
17)

Enhancement of Skew Scattering by Collective Effects: Ferromagnetic Metals
In the case of CuBi, it was shown that electron correlation at the impurity site enhances the skew scattering. This suggests that the spin correlation affects the antisymmetric scattering. In magnetically ordered materials, on the other hand, the spin-spin correlations become strong near the transition temperature, which may cause unusual effects in the spin Hall effect. The first case that was analysed was that of ferromagnets, 18) where an anomaly in the spin Hall strength observed near the Curie temperature was related to higher order correlation functions. This work is based on Kondo's theory of skew scattering in a ferromagnetic metal. One of the basic concepts of itinerant ferromagnetism is that Coulomb interactions, together with the Pauli exclusion principle following from the indistinguishability of itinerant and localized electrons, lead to exchange splitting. The inclusion of spin-orbit effects is much less familiar, despite the fact that they were explored long ago in Kondo's treatment of the anomalous Hall effect. 19) He formulated this in terms of s-d and s-f models; for brevity we show results for the case of s-d model and we include terms related to exchange and skew scattering of the "s" electrons created with operators a Ã k; a k 0 ; with wave number k and spin component ν. For scattering processes from k and k 0 , which are the wave vectors of conduction electron states, the appropriate terms of the Hamiltonian are, with and 0 the unit vectors in the directions of k and k 0 , respectively,
Here F 0 , F 1 , and F 2 are expansion coefficients of the Coulomb interaction reflecting the atomic structure of the orbitals (they are combinations of the Slater-Condon parameters), 20) and the numerical coefficients c 2 are numbers relating the angular momenta and spin operators of individual electrons to the total orbital L n and spin S n angular momenta of the different possible multiplets at local sites n at position R n when there are several electrons. Kondo enumerated these for different occupations of d-and f-orbitals. 21) N is the total number of atoms in the crystal. The term multiplying the exchange terms ðS n Á s c Þ is explicitly ħ=2 P 3 ¼1 S n with the Pauli matrices, and the subscript c added to emphasise that this operator is acting on the subspace of conduction electrons. As well as the exchange scattering term Jðk; k 0 Þ ¼ F 0 þ 2F 1 ð Á 0 Þ multiplying the scalar product of the operators for localized spins S n and the conduction spin operator s c , the Coulomb interaction generates additional terms proportional to F 2 , involving the transfer via scattering of angular momentum, with direction 0 Â , from the conduction electrons, to the local angular momentum, and vice versa.
In a magnet at finite temperatures, fluctuations in the orbital moments L n can then give skew-dependent scattering amplitudes, but in transition metals the moments that order are essentially only the spin part. In the limit of weak spinorbit coupling the local orbital moments may be quenched, L n ¼ 0, by local crystal fields that break local rotational symmetry. Kondo gave simpler forms valid in the limit that the orbital local magnetic moment is generated perturbatively by the local spin-orbit coupling. The orbital angular momentum is then much less than the spin angular momentum that develops long-range order. Kondo included to linear order the effects of the spin-orbit interaction within the localized multiplet, H LS ¼ P n L n Á S n . This gives the following effective s-d Hamiltonian up to the first order of the spin-orbit coupling λ:
where Ã 1 depends linearly on the spin-orbit coupling with constant of proportionality dependent on the local crystal field potential. The first term in Eq. (13) 
SO terms are both linear in the spin-orbit strength and give scattering amplitudes that depend on the skewness 0 Â but differ in that the second term includes one local spin operator S n while the third term also involves the operator of s c , i.e., it gives spin-dependent skew scattering of the s-band conduction electrons. Kondo 19) calculated the matrix element for elastic scattering and argued that skew scattering effects occur first within the second Born approximation. The fact that skew-scattering probabilities do not appear to lowest order, i.e., within the first Born approximation, is analogous to the effect we discussed for impurity scattering: just as interference was needed to allow for antisymmetry in probabilities and not just in amplitudes, here we need interference between the amplitude calculated to lowest order in the perturbing potential and the secondorder amplitude in order to have asymmetric left-right scattering probabilities and not just asymmetries in the scattering amplitudes. Within the second-order Born approximation, the transition probability from k 0 AE to kAE is given by
where the s-d scattering contribution is U 1
and the spin-orbit (skew scattering) contribution V AE is expressed as
where ζ is the direction of ordering of the magnetic moments. The constant C skew was calculated by Kondo, 19) for a crystal of N atoms in a total volume V and s-electron energy E k , as
2a , and
are defined in terms of cumulants of the spin component M n along ζ on each site n as Special Topics
Here the subscript of M 0 is used to emphasize that the expectation values are for correlations around a central site 0. Note that for incident conduction electrons with spin + (up) and − (down), the corresponding transition probability of the skew-scattered conduction electrons is proportional to the terms
; kÞ gives the total charge scattered in the transverse direction and integrating over the angle θ between an incoming momentum of a current k 0 and a different outgoing contribution to the charge current at k, there is a temperature-dependent factor in the Hall resistivity B 1 defined as
If we only consider on-site correlations, i.e., only the n ¼ 0 term in the summation over sites, then , are simply constants. In order to have an idea of the form of the behavior close to the Curie temperature we have to go further and consider at least a Heisenberg model with several components. We therefore generalize in two ways, 22) going beyond local correlations and, as proves necessary, beyond molecular field theory. We explored this by taking a nearestneighbour Heisenberg model for the magnetism and showing that the fourth-order nearest neighbor correlations indeed gives a non-monotonic "S-shaped" contribution close to the Curie temperature. To understand this further, and to see whether it is special to the simple model we adopted, or whether it is more general, we consider a more general picture of what is to be expected for higher-order susceptibilities. A qualitative image of the behavior of the anomalous Hall and spin Hall effects is shown in Fig. 3 , with comparison to the first and second non-linear susceptibilities, respectively.
This picture of the anomalous Hall and spin Hall effects is based on an extension of the reasoning for the two-point spin correlation functions that appear in the longitudinal conductivity or resistivity from spin-flip contributions. Unlike the skew-scattering effects, longitudinal transport coefficients include terms appearing within the first Born approximation and thus include two-point spin-spin correlation functions. de Gennes and Friedel 23) argued that this can determine the anomaly near the Curie temperature T C , where the spin-spin correlation functions are of long range. They then argued that the anomaly should be that of the spin-spin correlation function. By the theory of linear response the spin-spin correlation function also determines the magnetic susceptibility, which diverges as ðTÞ / C 0AE ðT À T C Þ À . We note that the constants C 0AE determining the divergence below and above T C are non-universal, i.e., model-dependent, but they have a universal "amplitude ratio" C 0þ =C 0À that depends only on the symmetry of the vector and the dimensionality of space but not on the details of the interactions. Fisher and Langer 24) pointed out, however, that the divergence originating from long-wavelength modes should not appear in the longitudinal transport, since integration over the Fermi surface [the integration analogous to that of the coefficient B 1 in Eq. (21)] gives an effective cutoff in real space of the contribution from different spin-spin correlations. In fact, there is an increase in the resistivity as the temperature approaches the Curie temperature from either above or below. This may be considered as an echo of the divergence in the magnetic susceptibility, but there is no actual divergence. The only true singularity is that arising from short-range spin-spin correlation functions, which result in only a weaker specific-heat-type singularity at T C . We can follow the same reasoning for the higher-order correlations appearing in the anomalous and spin Hall effects: the thirdand fourth-order correlation functions tend towards not the linear susceptibility, but the first-, ð1Þ , and second-order, ð2Þ , non-linear susceptibilities respectively, defined by
(1) (T ) (2) (T ) 
with contributions extending to all separations of m, n, and p.
In the expressions for k 1 and k 2 the contributions of terms representing a correlation over a large distance oscillate for non-zero k 0 À k. Integrating over a finite Fermi surface therefore cuts off the critical divergencies and only a specific heat anomaly should survive. The form of the smoothed divergence, for a relatively mild cutoff, is determined by the power-law and the critical amplitudes. What is remarkable here is that while the first nonlinear susceptibility is ð1Þ ¼ C 1AE ðT À T C Þ À 1 where 1 ¼ 2 þ , and C 1À > 0 and C 1þ 0 by symmetry, the second-order nonlinear susceptibility is ð2Þ ¼ C 2AE ðT À T C Þ À 2 with 2 ¼ 3 þ 2 and is likely to have (from mean field theory and experiments in three-dimensional magnets), 25) the unusual property of a negative amplitude ratio. This means that on one side of the transition ð2Þ diverges to plus infinity and on the other side it diverges to minus infinity. When this singularity is cut off by the Fermi-surface integration, this explains the "S"-shaped non-monotonic temperature dependence of higherorder local spin correlation functions, as seen in Monte Carlo simulations and the experimentally measured spin Hall angle. 18) 6. Skew Scattering in a Spin Glass: Effects on Pure Spin Current
We have just seen that critical slowing of spin fluctuations near the Curie temperature may appear as anomalies in the spin Hall effect. In the following, we show another effect of critical spin fluctuations in a spin glass, where long time scales persist throughout a broad low temperature phase. In fact experiments have been carried out by Niimi and collaborators at the ISSP 26) on an alloy with both Bi impurities, to promote strong spin-orbit coupling, and Mn moments to favour ordering as a spin glass. CuMn alloys have been well studied in the past by a variety of techniques, in particular by neutron scattering and muon spin resonance. This means that much is known about the dynamics of the Mn spins amongst themselves. The experimental results for the spin Hall angle were surprising in that rather than seeing any anomaly close to the spin-glass ordering temperature, when a concentration of Mn sufficient to induce spin-glass order was added to the original Bi-doped Cu, the measured spin Hall angle started to decrease at temperatures several times that of the spin-glass order and decreased continuously as the temperature was lowered through the transition. These results were understood in terms of a mechanism relevant to concentrated systems that was not present for single impurity scattering. In Fig. 4 this is shown in schematic form. As the Mn impurities are essentially orbital singlets L ¼ 0, S ¼ 5=2 with weak spin-orbit coupling, they do not contribute to appreciable skew scattering of the conduction electrons. They can, however, interact with the spins in a spin current via isotropic exchange. Thus in this alloy there are two distinct processes: the skew scattering from the Bi and the spin exchange from the Mn. The two processes have a joint effect, however, owing to the fundamental property of skew scattering we discussed in Sect. 1: the spin-dependent skewness depends on the polarization of the scattering conduction spins in the incoming spin-current. If this fluctuates because of transfer to and from the magnetization of the local Mn ions, the plane of "skewness" will also fluctuate, and this on average will decrease the skew current in a plane fixed by the device geometry. In order to make a quantitative model of this, we used what is known about the spin dynamics in CuMn alloys as a function of temperature. Here we used a rather special property of CuMn that was revealed in neutron 27) and muon spin resonance studies. 28) This peculiar feature was that the modes of finite momentum k, as are probed by neutron spin-echo spectroscopy, and the fields measured by muons, which constitute an essentially local probe, share the same characteristic time scale for their dynamics. We can then extrapolate to the spin current and model the exchange of conduction spin current within a model of a single effective magnetic field with temperaturedependent dynamics that we obtain from the experiments. In order to give explicit results, this is formulated in terms of the model of Hayano et al., 29) which is widely used in the interpretation of muon spin resonance data. This model was developed as an analytically soluble model of a spin moment precessing in a constant fieldH 0 of magnitude À1 ! 0 , taken in the z-direction, plus a randomly fluctuatingH r ðtÞ:H 1 H 0 þH r ðtÞ. At each instant the random contribution of the fieldH r ¼H r ðtÞ is uniformly distributed in terms of direction, and has magnitude defined by a Gaussian distribution with width Δ. If we first consider a static random field, the correlation function in the z-direction, averaged over the field distribution, is calculated by integration over Gaussian functions.
This function is known as the static Kubo-Toyabe function.
In the "strong-collision" model 29) the random fieldH r ðtÞ is given a special stochastic behavior defined by a single characteristic inverse time scale ν: during each interval of time t the field retains a constant value with probability expðÀtÞ; otherwise it jumps to a statistically independent value from the same distribution. The correlation function of the spin G z ðt; Þ averaged over all time histories can then be found explicitly from the correlation function of the static Kubo-Toyabe g z ðtÞ as follows. From the special property of the exponential and the assumption of statistical independence, we can then sum over all histories, and the Laplace transform of G z ðt; Þ is a geometric series of the Laplace transform of g z ðtÞ. Writing f z ðsÞ ¼ R 1 0 g z ðtÞe Àst dt as the Laplace transform of the static Kubo-Toyabe function g z ðtÞ, we explicitly have
By inverse Laplace transformation the function G z ðt; Þ can be traced numerically, 29) for example, for the case of a vanishing constant field ! 0 ¼ 0.
We have argued that the reduction of the skew scattered current will be G z ð Sk ; ½TÞ, where the skew-scattering time Sk is defined by
¼ ½T is the frequency of the correlation of the effective fields at temperature T, which is large sufficiently above the spin glass transition T g , but will decrease to zero as the spin glass orders, as seen by both muons and neutrons. 28) This argument relies on the observation that the measured correlation times appear to be relatively independent of the k-vector for the spin glass dynamics, which of course may well be a special property of CuMn spin-glass alloys, where the interactions are rather long range. Although the spin polarization vector s will precess in an exchange field that is distinct from the effective magnetic field that would act on a probe muon spin , its correlations will share the same characteristic timescales. Its correlations depend on the same function G z but with the appropriate value of Δ. We can then write the reduced spin Hall angle as 
where CuBi is the spin Hall angle from the bismuth impurities alone, which is effectively reduced by the reduction in the spin current. We have taken a very simplified view in which there is critical slowing with a power law of 2 above the spin-glass transition ½T ¼ cðT À T g Þ 2 and for temperatures below T g we consider just the frozen component, i.e., ν continues to vanish. A more complete model would have the effective field below the spin glass transition being a sum of a random static component depending on temperature and a dynamic component with varying frequency. 28) Even above T g our treatment is, for the moment, oversimplified; while the rate of exponential decay can vanish with critical slowing down, the correlation should cross over to a power-law dependence. Nevertheless, this gives a behavior for the spin Hall angle that appears reasonable. For the spin fluctuation time we can take ðT 1 Þ Mn from the asymptotic exponential decay of G z ðtÞ $ exp½Àt=ðT 1 Þ Mn for t ! 1 and
This is reasonable in the motionally narrowed regime, but as we approach T g , we may need dissipation effects that are not included in Kubo-Toyabe theory. This remains a challenge for future theory.
Conclusions
We have seen that understanding skew scattering from cooperatively ordered magnetic systems involves several new issues: skew-scattering probabilities that depend on higherorder correlation functions and also the precession of spin currents by exchange with local moments. The first system investigated where there was spin-glass order, CuMnBi, was perhaps complicated by the fact that the strong spin-orbit couplings associated with skewness are associated with Bi atoms but the ordering moments are on the Mn atoms. In fact this may have helped us more clearly see the two effects: if the spin-orbit couplings were on the same atom as that providing the local magnetic moment the two effects may interact in more complex ways. Of course, many other interesting metallic systems with complex magnetic order somewhere between ferromagnetism and spin glasses remain to be investigated and we can anticipate future surprises.
